IED Barcelona designs fashion
for zero gravity spaces
A team of designers from IED Barcelona has collaborated with Quo Artis
Foundation creating the outfits for The Zero Gravity Band project, to be
presented during Sónar+D 2018

This artistic-scientific project reflects on and theorises about artistic
production and aesthetic perception in zero gravity environments
Fashion designers from IED Barcelona Design University have developed smart dresses to be worn in
zero gravity conditions for the The Zero-Gravity Band (TZGB) project, to be presented by the Quo
Artis Foundation at Sónar +D 2018. Denise Graus, Toni Sobrino and Masha Novikova, former
students from the Undergraduate Degree in Fashion Design and the BA (Hons) in Fashion Design,
were entrusted to carry out the project, guided by Francesc Grau and Tatiana de la Fuente as their
tutors.
The Zero-Gravity Band is an artistic-scientific project produced by the Quo Artis Foundation that
invites people to reflect on what artistic production and aesthetic perception would be like beyond
planet Earth, especially in terms of its cultural and artistic implications. It also aims to foster debates
regarding this topic among researchers in fields as diverse as art, science, technology, humanities
and philosophy, for instance.
The clothing designed by these three artists feeds on recent scientific discoveries regarding “The
aesthetics of verticality: a gravitational contribution to aesthetic preference” (Gallagher and Ferrè,
2018), and the aim is for all of its components to be perceived in their full grandeur in zero gravity
conditions. The end result is the outcome of a collaborative project with Eurecat (the Catalan
Technology Centre), which highlights the need to equip the outfits with a sensor device to record a
series of the wearer’s body variables and vital signs.
The designs were conceived from a 360° aesthetic approach, providing a range of different and
interesting silhouettes and shapes depending on the gravity conditions they are in. To achieve that
effect, the designers used a variety of textures, volumes and transparencies to give the items a
dynamic feel so their perception changes as they move.

Technical and futuristic fabrics are combined with earthly materials such as raffia, straw, seeds and dried
flowers to evoke the earth/space binomial and convey the terrestrial-technological melancholy of the
artists. How? By playing with the materials to include small souvenirs from earth that might enable life
to be created on another planet, if that were possible. The creators have also designed printed patterns
inspired by several of the blue planet’s elements, such as water, light pollution and industrial sites.
“The Zero Gravity Band is a project that has represented a challenge right from the outset, both in terms
of the actual design and how to carry it out, its aesthetic purpose and functionality, because in zero gravity,
fashion as we know it takes on a whole new meaning. We have managed to overcome the verticality of
each item and make them more prominent than the pattern itself, allowing onlookers to cast rationality
aside and recreate a potential gravity free environment,” revealed the designers when asked about these
customised items after three intense months of work.
“These three outfits are a reflection on the idea of living away from our planet – a confrontation between
the futurism of travelling to outer space and something as primary as starting a new civilisation. That’s
why we have created three different outfits, recreating what we feel when trying to imagine our future in
the universe,” they concluded.

These suits are equipped to incorporate a device made by Eurecat that is specifically designed to monitor
and give information about the physiological state of the person who wears it. It combines two sensors
that measure heart rate and breathing rate in dynamic conditions during the physical exercises. The data
collected is sent wirelessly to a smartphone, tablet or computer, giving the individual a precise, real-time
reading.
The Zero-Gravity Band
TZGB stemmed from the research by Dr Elisa R. Ferrè, the director of the VeME Lab (Vestibular
Multisensory Embodiment) at the Royal Holloway University of London, who has studied the way
humans perceive and experience aesthetics in micro gravity conditions. Dr Albert Barqué-Duran,
a researcher and artist at City, University of London, and Marc Marzenit, a musician, composer and
music producer, decided to research what happens when gravity is almost completely taken away in a
reduced gravity flight.
The experiment took place during a parabolic flight, which involves an aircraft rising to an altitude of
20,000 to 25,000 feet and pilots performing 15 to 45 parabolae, enabling passengers to experience
22 seconds of reduced gravity each time. Every reduced gravity episode is preceded and followed by
approximately 20 seconds of hypergravity, where passengers feel the force of almost twice their own
weight (1.8 g).

Official presentation at Sónar+D 2018
The three final outfits will be on display during
the Sónar+D festival inside an immersive light
and sound installation created by Marc Marzenit
and Albert Barqué-Duran, taking visitors on a
journey to experience zero gravity like sensations
based on physical and bodily variables recorded
by sensors during the parabolic flight. The
installation is an 11 metre wide dome that explores
audiovisual-vestibular interaction in zero gravity
spaces, seeking to cause a similar sensory effect
on visitors by stimulating their eyes and ears so as
to experience how aesthetic perception changes
in this special environment.
The festival will also be introducing “S A V N A C”,
a prototype designed and created by Dr Albert
Braqué-Duran to be handled and perceived in a
360° floating environment where ephemeral art
occurs during instants of zero gravity. Another new
release is Telemetron, a musical instrument that
draws on the poetry of zero gravity and opens up
a new field of musical creativity thanks to sensors
and the transmission and collection of data to
explore a new body language inspired by music.
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